A major European helicopter operator

- More than 30 years of experience.
- 30,000 annual flight hours.
- 63 aircraft of which 59 helicopters.
- Over 300 people including 100 pilots and 110 engineers.
- More than 70,000,000 € turnover.

A large and versatile fleet:

- EC135
- Ecureuil AS350B2/B3
- Ecureuil AS355N
- Dauphins AS365N/N1
- EC120
- AW139
- Kamov KA32
- King Air 350
- Dauphins AS365N3
- Hawker 900 XP

Year 2010 figures
Services to petroleum & mining industry:
A comprehensive range of aerial solutions dedicated to the needs of oil, gas and mining operators.

Geophysical and mining exploration

Over the last 15 years UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES supported seismic companies in various countries: Albania, Gabon, Greece, Mauritania, Peru, Switzerland, Yemen.

Our know-how:
- Long lining (50 to 80 meters).
- BIRD system flying.
- STINGER system flying.
- Passengers transport.
- Emergencies and rescues.
Services to petroleum & mining industry:
A comprehensive range of aerial solutions dedicated to the needs of oil, gas and mining operators.

Transportation for Petroleum and mining industry

Based on more than 30 years of helicopter activity experiences we operate a growing fleet of new generation aircraft designed and configured to service petroleum and mineral industries.

Our missions:
• Passengers transportation to platforms or remote sites (IFR/VFR).
• Medical evacuations.
• Crew changes on vessels.
Aerial work electricity & gas:
For more than 30 years, in partnership with European national gas and electricity major companies, we developed a unique know-how.

Power line & pipelines inspection
We perform every year pipelines surveillance, power line visual, laser and thermographic inspections for major European energy companies.

Insulator washing
UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES is one of the few European specialist in live line insulator washing with high pressure stream of water.
Aerial work electricity & gas:
For more than 30 years, in partnership with European national gas and electricity major companies, we developed a unique know-how.

Power line construction, optical fibre unwinding

More than 30 years of experience gathered in the Harsh mountain environment gave us a unique expertise in:
- pylon erecting,
- cable unwinding,
- human cargo for live line repairs,
- optical fibre unwinding.
Rescue and Civil Protection:
Since 1979 our organization is enforcing civil security national services in Europe.

Search & Rescue
Since 1979 we have carried out more than 40,000 mountain rescues and SAR operations in close cooperation with French national services.
Fire fighting

Each summer, UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES operates more than 15 aircraft in surveillance and fire fighting in Europe.

• Our Know How: surveys, Canadair traffic management, water bombing, fire commandos transport.
• Our capabilities: 800 L to 5 tons.

Rescue and Civil Protection:
Since 1979 our organization is enforcing civil security national services in Europe.
Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS)

Leader of French HEMS with 16 helicopters dedicated to French hospitals performing an average of 4,500 EMS missions every year, we continually export the expertise we have developed over the years.

- Partner of Paris hospitals in the development of the first HEMS base in France.
- Implementation of the first twin engine medical helicopter France: AS355N.
- First civilian operator of EC135 aircraft (12 years experience).
- EUROCOPTER partner in experimentation of EC135 on HEMS activity.
UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES developed fixed wing medical repatriation in order to answer the growing need of global air ambulance services, from primary rescue to homeland repatriation. Through a wide range of aircrafts, experienced teams and high quality technical support, we ensure the continuity of emergency services.
Aerial filming:
15 years of cooperation with the leaders in the image technology market.

UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES provides a wide range of equipment, such as: FLIR, TYLER MOUNT, WESCAM, and GYRON offering our clients a custom made solution for every project and every budget, guaranteeing a professional quality broadcasting service.
Executive transport

With years of experience in this area, UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES has already carried over 10,000 passengers and operated a large number of professional executive flights and tourist trips. The Company's strategic view implies a constant focus in our client’s satisfaction, based on the highest standards of Safety.
Some client references:

AFL TELECOMMUNICATIONS, ADDAX PETROLEUM, ALCATEL LUCENT, CEGELEC, CGGVERITAS, EDF, EDP, ETDE, FORCLUM, FUGRO, GDF SUEZ, GRTgaz, INEO, PETROM, PERENCO, REN, RIO TINTO, RTE, SEVILLANA DE ELECTRICIDAD, SHELL, SONELGAZ, TOTAL, IOOC.
UNITED HELICOPTER SERVICES includes 2 PART 145 certified organization appointed EUROCOPTER Service Centers.

Our Know How:
- Scheduled and major inspections.
- Remanufacture.
- Repairs.
- Sheet metal work.
- Welding.
- Design of optional equipments.
- Avionics inspection.

Our capabilities:
- Eurocopter.
- Agusta Westland.
- Kamov.
- Hawker Beechcraft.
- Turbomeca.
- Rolls – Royce.